MICROWAVES

LMVH1711ST
Over-The-Range Microwave Oven

HIGHLIGHTS
Convection Technology
Sensor Cooking
One Touch Settings

COOKING PERFORMANCE
• 1.7 cu. ft. Oven Capacity
• Microwave: 950 Watts
  Convection: 1500 Watts
• Sensor Cooking

STYLE AND DESIGN
• Premium Stainless Steel Finish
• Stainless Steel Cavity
• Premium Handle Design

CONVENIENCE
• One Touch Settings
• 300 CFM Exhaust Fan

BAKE AND ROAST AT MICROWAVE SPEEDS
Oven performance meets microwave convenience. Preheat, brown, bake, or roast — all in significantly less time. The premium stainless steel cavity looks great, and conducts heat better than traditional painted metal interiors. With Sensor Cook, a humidity-sensing technology that determines when food is cooked to perfection.

Convection Technology
LG’s Convection Technology means your LG microwave really can serve as a second oven. Bake or roast your favorite foods in less time.

Sensor Cooking
Eliminate the guesswork in cooking. Humidity-sensing technology determines when food is cooked and automatically turns off the microwave to prevent the over- or under-cooking of meals.

One Touch Settings
Makes it easy to cook and warm a variety of foods — from a cup of coffee to chicken nuggets.
CAPACITY
Oven Capacity 1.7 cu. ft.

FEATURES
Microwave Watts 950
Convection Watts 1500
Exterior Design WideView™ Traditional
Control Type Digital
Display VFD Scrolling, 2 line

COOKING FEATURES
Sensor Cook Options 6
Convection •
Combination Roast •
Combination Bake •
Speed Auto Combination •
Power Levels 10
Auto Cook Options 6
Defrost Auto Defrost, Express Defrost
Reheat Sensor Reheat
Popcorn Key •
EZ On (add 30 seconds) •
More/Less •
Melt/Soften •
Custom Set •

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
Wire Rack Removable
Turntable Type DDS
Turntable Diameter 13.5"
Clock •
Kitchen Timer •
Completion Beeper •

LIGHTING
Lighting •

SAFETY FEATURES
Child Lock •

VENTING SYSTEM
Filtration Charcoal Filter
Power Levels On/Off
Vent Grill Type Hidden Vent
Vent Air Flow (CFM) 300 CFM

MATERIALS/FINISHES
Available Colors Stainless Steel (ST)
Cavity Stainless Steel (ST)

DIMENSIONS
Cavity (WxHxD) 21 1/4" x 9 7/16" x 14 3/16"
Exterior (WxHxD) 29 15/16" x 16 7/16" x 15 3/8"
Net Weight 69 lbs.
Shipping Weight 79 lbs.

WARRANTY
1 Year

UPC CODE
LMVH1711ST Stainless Steel 048231 317498

Dimensions and weights are approximate. Design, features and specifications subject to change without notice.
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